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CHAPTER 84 233

LAWS OF FLOR IDA

CHAPTER 84-233

(c) Possessing a current instructor's certificate from one of the
following:
1.

The Criminal Justice Standards and Training Commission.

2.

The National Rifle Association.

J.

A branch of the military service of the United States.

4, Any federal, state, countv. or municipal police academy
recognized as such by the Criminal Justice Standards and Tra1n1ng
Commission or the Florida Department of Education.
Section 5. Subsection
1s amended to read:
493,313

(7l

of section 493.313, Florida Statutes,

Renewal of license.--

(?) Before a Class "G" license is renewed, the licensee shall be
required to complete not less than� 6-e�~meFe-thaM-19 hours of range
training taught and administered by a firearms instructor licensed by
other
health
and
tra1n1ng
the department and fulfill such
requirements which the department shall adopt by rule.
Sect1on 6.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1984.

Approved by the Governor June 18, 1984,
Filed 1n Office Secretary of State June 19, 1984.
CHAPTER 84-234
House 8111 No. 326
An

act relating to uniform traffic control; amending ss.
316.008, 316.1955, and 316.1956,
F.S.;
authorizing
counties and mun1c1pal1ties to impose increased fines for
v1olat1ons relating to parking spaces provided for the
disabled by governmental and nongovernmental entities;
revising requirements for signs indicating parking spaces
for disabled persons; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Subsection
Statutes, to read:
316.008

(4)

is

added to section 316,008, Florida

Section 2. Paragraph (bl of subsection (5) of section 316.1955,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
316.1955 Parking spaces
certain disabled persons.--

provided
1044

by

governmental agencies for
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(5) It is unlawful for any person to stop, stand, or park a
vehicle within any such specially designated and marked parking space
provided in accordance with this section, unless such vehicle
displays a parking permit issued pursuant to s, 320.0848 and such
vehicle 1s transporting a person eligible for the parking permit.
Whenever a law enforcement officer or a
parking
enforcement
spec1al1st finds a vehicle in violation of this subsection ' that
officer shall:
(b) Charge the operator or other person 1n charge of the vehicle
in v1olat1on with a noncriminal traffic infraction, punishable as
provided 1n s. 318.18(2) or s, 316,008(4). However, any person who
1s chauffeuring a disabled person shall be allowed, without need for
an 1dentif1cat1on parking permit, momentary parking 1n any such
parking space, for the purpose of loading or unloading such disabled
person,
No penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for such
momentary parking.
Section 3.

Subsections

(2)

Statutes, are amended to read:

and (3) of section 316.1956, Florida

316,1956 Parking spaces provided by nongovernmental entities for
certain disabled persons.-(2) Each such parking space shall conform to the requirements of
s. 316.1955(3) and shall be posted and ma1nta1ned w1th a perma�ent
sign bearing the internationally accepted wheelchair symbol or e"d
the caption "PARKING BY DISABLED PERMIT ONLY�" or both such 5Vmbo�
and capt10n.
(3) Any
person who parks a vehicle 1n any parking space
designated with the internationally accepted wheelchair symbol or eMd
the caption "PARKING BY DISABLED PERMIT ONLY" or both such symbol and
caption 1s guilty of a traffic infraction, punishable as provided in
s. 318,18(2) or s. 316,008(4), unless such vehicle displays a parking
permit issued pursuant to s. 320.0848 and
such
vehicle
1s
transporting a person el1g1ble for such parking permit. However, any
person who is chauffeuring a disabled person shall be allowed,
without need for an 1dentificat1on parking permit, momentary parking
1n any such parking space for the purpose of loading or unloading a
disabled person.
No penalty shall be imposed upon the driver for
such momentary parking.
Section 4.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1984.

Approved by the Governor June 18, 1984.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 19, 1984.

Powers of local authorities.--

(4) A county or municipality may enact an ordinance providing a
fine for violation of s. 316.1955 or s. 316.1956 in excess of that
specified by s. 318.18(2}, except that such fine shall not exceed
s100.
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CHAPTER 84-235
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 530
An

act relating to 1nsurance; creating s. 626.9545, F.S.,
authorizing
health
insurance
improper
charge
ident1f1cation incentive programs; amending s. 627.410,
F,S., requiring the filing of certain health insurance
rating
manuals, schedules, �a�ual changes, schedule
changes, and
rates
and
rate
changes;
prov1d1ng
1045
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exemptions;
creating s. 627,4115, F.S., authorizing
examination of health insurers by the Department of
Insurance:
providing for the acceptance of similar
s.
627.4231,
F,S.,
examination reports;
creating
requiring health insurance policies and health care
services plans to contain certain cost
containment
measures:
amending
s.
627.4235,
F,S.,
requiring
coordination among group coverages:
permitting
the
coordination of other health insurance coverages; making
of
other changes with respect to the coordination
gender-based
eliminating
coordination
benefits;
prov1s1ons; creating s. 62?,429, F,S,, requ1r1ng certain
health insurance pol1c1es to provide out-of-hospital
coverage equal to 1n-hosp1tal coverage under certain
circumstances;
amending s, 627.659, F.S., including
certain pol1c1es or contracts within the term blanket
health insurance: creating s. 627,916, F.S., requiring
health insurers to file annual
reports
with
the
Department of Insurance regarding the implementation of
cost containment measures; providing for rules and the
analysis of data reported; providing for review and
repeal; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
read:

Section

626.9545,

Florida

Statutes,

is

created to

626.9545 Improper charge identification incentive program.--No
section or provision of the Florida Insurance Code shall be construed
as prohibiting an insurer from establ1sh1ng a financial incentive
program for remunerating a policyholder or an insured person with a
selected percentage or stated portion of any health care charge
identified by the policyholder or the insured person as an error or
overcharge 1! the health care charge is recovered by the insurer.
The financial incentive program shall be written and shall be
available for inspection by the department.
Section 2. Subsection
Statutes, to read:
62?,410

(6)

1s

added to section 627.410, Florida

F1l1ng, approval of Eorms.--

(6)(a) An insurer shall not deliver or issue for delivery or
renew 1n this state any health insurance policy form until it has
filed with the department a copy of any applicable rating manuals,
rating schedules, change 1n rating manuals, and change in rating
schedules and, where rating manuals and rating schedules are not
aool1cable, the insurer shall file with the department applicable
premium rates and any change in applicable premium rates.
(b) The department may establish by rule, for each type of health
insurance form, procedures to be
used
in
ascertaining
the
reasonableness of benefits 1n relation to premium rates and may, by
rule, exempt from any requirement of paragraph (a) any health
insurance policy form or type thereof as specified 1n such rule to
which such requirements may not be practically applied or the
application of which requirements are not desirable or necessary for
the protection of the public, With respect to any health insurance
policy form or type thereof which is exempted by rule from any
1046

reauirements of paragraph (a), premium rates filed pursuant
627.640 and 62?.662 shall be for informational purposes.

to

ss.

(c) Every filing made pursuant to this subsection shall be made
within the same time period and shall be deemed to be approved under
the same cond1t1ons as those provided 1n subsection (2).
Section 3,
read:

Section

627.4115,

Florida

1s

Statutes,

created to

627,4115 Health insurer examinations. The department may examine
each authorized health insurer which transacts health insurance in
this
state.
The purpose of the examination 1s to ascertain
compliance by the insurer with the applicable provi51ons of this
In lieu of the examination, the department may accept the
chapter.
report of a similar examination made by the insurance supervisory
off1c1al of this state or another state. The reasonable cost of the
examination shall be paid by the person examined, and such person
shall be sub7ect to the provisions of s. 624,320. Any examination
shall also be sub7ect to the applicable prov1s1ons of ss. 624.318.
624.319, 624,321, and 624,322. The length of an examination under
this section shall not exceed ten working days, shall not be
conducted more often than annually, and shall not be conducted during
the same calendar year as a market conduct examination conducted by
the department, except 1n those cases where the department has prima
facie evidence of a violation of this chapter or of Chapter 626 and
the violation is of a nature so as to provide an immediate danger to
the insurance consuming public.
Section 4.
read:

Sect10n

627.4231,

Florida

Statutes,

is

created to

627,4231 Health insurance cost containment prov1s1ons regu1red,-
No health insurance policy, or health care services plan, providing
medical, hospital, or surgical expense coverage shall be issued or
issued for delivery in this state unless the policy or plan contains
one or more of the following procedures or provisions to contain
health insurance costs or cost increases:
(1)

Coinsurance.

(2)

Deductible amounts.

(3)

Ut1l1zation review.

(4) Required
surgery.

second

opinions

for

elective

or

nonemergency

(5) Audits of provider bills to verify that services and supplies
billed were furnished and that proper charges were made,
(6)

Scheduled benefits.

(7)

Benefits for preadmission testing.

(8) Provisions for anv lawful measure or combination of measures
for which information 1s provided to the department demonstrating a
reasonable expected effect toward conta1n1ng health insurance costs
or cost increases.
1047
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627.4235,

Florida

Statutes,

CHAPTER 84 235
1s

amended to

Coordinatton of benefits.--

(1> No group hospital, medical, or surg1cal expense policy, group
health care services plan, or group-type
self-insurance
plan
providing protection or, insurance,-or-tndemntty against hospital,
medical, or surgical expenses shall be issued, or issued for
delivery, in this. state unless the policy or plan contains a
provision for coordinating 1ts benefits with any similar benefits
provided by any other group hospital, medical, or surgical expense
policy, group health care services plan, or group type self-insurance
plan. providing protection or insurance against hospital, medical, or
surgical
expenses for the same loss whteh-sha!¼-eentain-eny-provtsion
Yhereby--the--tnsttrer--mey-redttee-or-refttse-to-pay-beneftts-otherwtse
peyah!e-therettnder-so!e!y-on-eeeottnt--of--the--extstenee--ef--stMi¼er
beneftts--provtded-ttnder-eny-tndtvtdtta¼-health-tnsuranee-poltey-�hieh
ts-tssued-by-the-same-er-another-tnsurer-end-whteh-ts-sttbjeet-te--any
ef-the-provtsiens-of-part-Vf.
(2) No �rottp hospital, medical, or surgical expense policy, group
health care services plan, or group-type
self-insurance
plan
providing protection or, tnsurance,-or-tndemntty against hospital,
medical, or surgical expenses shall be issued, or issued for
delivery, in this state after-eeteber-t,-1914 7 which shall contain
any provision whereby the insurer may reduce or refuse to pay
benefits otherwise payable thereunder solely on account of the
existence of similar benefits provided under 9rottp insurance pol1cies
issued by the same or another insurer, health care services plan
9reup-ho�ptta¼,-medtee¼,-er-sttr9teal--expeMse--plens, or group-type
�elf-insurance plan plans providing protection or, insurance,-or
tMdemntty against hospital, medical, or surgical expenses unless as
a condition of coordinating benefits with another �nsurer, 'the
insurers together pay 100 percent of the total reasonable expenses
actually incurred of the type of expense within the benefits
described in the policies poltey and presented to the insurer for
payment.
(3) The standards provided in subsection (2) shall be applicable
in coordinating benefits payable under Medicare, Title XVIII of the
Social Security Act.
(4) When a claim is submitted in accordance with any group
hospital, medical, or surgical expense policy, group health care
service plan, or group-type self-insurance plan providing protection
insurance, or indemnity against hospital, medical, or surgical
expenses; and the policy or any other document providing coverage
includes a coordination-of-benefits provision; and
such
claim
involves another policy or plan which has a coordination-of-benefits
prov1s1on, the following rules shall be used to determine the order
in which benefits under the respective health policies or plans shall
be determined:
(a) The benefits of a policy or plan which covers the person on
whose expenses the claim is based shall be determined before the
benefits of any other policy or plan which covers such person as a
dependent.
(b) The benefits of such a policy or plan which covers the person
on whose expenses the claim is based, as a dependent of a male person
1048
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whose month and date of birth occurs earlier in a calendar year,
shall be determined before the benefit� of a policy or plan which
covers such person as a dependent of a femele person whose month and
date of birth occurs later in a calendar year.

(c) In the event a claim 1s made for expenses incurred by a
the
dependent child whose parents are separated or divorced,
following rules shall determine 1n which order benefits are payable:
1. When the parents are separated or divorced and the parent with
custody of the child has not remarried, the benefits of a policy or
plan which covers the child as a dependent of the parent with custody
of the child will be determined before the benefits of a policy or
plan which covers the child as a dependent of the parent without
custody.

2, When the parents are divorced and the parent with custody of
the child has remarried, the benefits of a policy or plan which
covers the child as a dependent of the parent with custody shall be
determined before the benefits of a policy or plan which covers that
child as a dependent �f the stepparent; and the benefits of a policy
or plan which covers the child as a dependent of the stepparent will
be determined before the benefits of the parent without custody.
3. Notwithstanding subparagraphs 1. and 2., if there is a court
decree which would otherwise establish financial responsibtlity for
the health care expenses with respect to the child, the benefits of a
policy or plan which covers the child as a dependent of the parent
with such financial respons1b1lity shall be determined before the
benefits of any other policy or plan which covers the child as a
dependent child.
(d) Sub7ect to the rules in paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) 1 the
benefits of a policy or plan obtained through present employment
shall be determined before the benefits obtained through previous
employment when the order of benefits is not otherwise provided for
1n this chapter. This paragraph shall not apply if either policy or
plan was issued outside of this state.
filfdt When the rules 1n paragraphs (a), (b), er,d (c), and (d) do
not establish an order of benefit determination, the benefits of a
policy or plan which has covered the person on whose expenses a claim
1s based for the longer period of time shall be determined before the
benefits of a policy or plan which has covered such person for the
shorter period of time.
(5) No coordination of benefits shall be permitted against an
indemnity-type policy, an excess insurance policy as defined in s.
627,635, a policy with coverage limited to specified illnesses or
accidents, or a Medicare supplement policy.
Section 6,

Section 627.429, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

627.429 Health insurance out of hospital benefits. No health
insurance policy providing coverage on a medical, hoso1tal. or
surgical expense-incurred basis shall be delivered or issued for
delivery in this state unless coverage is provided for treatment
performed outside of a hospital for any accident or illness as
defined in the policy, provided that such treatment would have been
covered on an inpatient basis and 1s provided by a health care
provider whose services would have been covered under the policy 1f
1049
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the treatment were performed in a hosp1tal and further provided that
treatment of the acc1dent or illness is medically necessary and is
provided as an alternative to treatment on an inpatient basis 1n a
hospital. Reimbursement may be limited to amounts reasonable for
treatment or services provided and may be l1m1ted by any deductible
and coinsurance provisions of the policy.
Section 7. Subsection
Statutes, to read:

(7)

is

(7) Under a policy or contract issued in the name of a health
care provider, which shall be deemed the policyholder cover!__!lg
patients.
This coverage may be offered to patients of a health care
provider, but shall not be made a condition of receiving care,
The
benefits provided under such policy or contract shall not be
assignable to any health care provider.
627.916

Section 627,916, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

Reports of information by health insurers required.

(1) Every insurer transacting health insurance in this state
shall report annually to the department, not later than April 1,
information relating to any measure the insurer has implemented or
proposes to implement during the next calendar year for the purpose
of contain1ng health insurance costs or cost increases. Reports
shall identify each measure, the forms to which the measure 1s
applied, provide an explanation as to how the measure is used, and
provide an estimate of the cost effect of the measure.
(2) The department shall promulgate forms to be used by insurers
in reporting information pursuant to this section and shall utilize
such forms to analyze the effects of health care cost containment
programs used by health insurers in this state.
(3) The department shall analyze the data reported under this
section and shall annually make available to the publ1c a summary of
its findings as to the types of cost containment measures reported
and the estimated effect of these measures.
Section 9. Each section which is added to chapter 626, Florida
Statutes, by this act 1s repealed on October 1, 1990, and shall be
reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s, 11.61, Florida Statutes.
Section 10. Each section which is added to chapter 627, Florida
Statutes, by this act 1s repealed on October 1, 1992, and shall be
reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s, 11.61, Florida Statutes.
Section 11. This act shall take effect October 1, 1984, except
that the amendments to s. 627.4235(4)(b) shall take effect October 1,
1985 and shall apply to claims incurred on or after that date.

1050
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Approved by the Governor June 18, 1984.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 19, 1984.
CHAPTER 84-236

added to section 627.659, Florida

627,659 Blanket
health
insurance; eligible groups.--Blanket
health insurance 1s that form of health insurance covering special
groups
of individuals as enumerated 1n one of the following
subsections:

Section 8.

CHAPTER 84-235

House 8111 No. 531
An

act relating to the security of data and 1nformat1on
technology resources; establ1sh1n� the respons1bilit1es
of state agencies, the Board of Pegents, the Supreme
Court, the Information Resource Commission, and the
Department
of
General
Services;
providing
for
conf1dent1al1ty
of
certain
1�format1on;
prov1d1ng
exceptions; providing an effective date.

WHEREAS, the data and information collected and maintained by
state government are assets which requt�e protection, and
WHEREAS, the increasing use of 1nformat1on technology 1n state
government requires a systematic risk-management approach to minimize
the increased security threats to data and information technology
resources, and
WHEREAS, 1t is desirable to create a greater awareness regarding
the importance of the security of state government data
and
information technology resources, NOW, THEREFORE,
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. This act may be cited as the nsecur1ty of Data and
Information Technology Resources Act."
Section 2.

Def1n1t1ons.--As used in thts act:

(J)
noepartment" means the pr1nc1pal adm1n1strative unit within
the executive branch of state government as defined 1n chapter 20
Florida Statutes.
For the purpo�es of this art, the State Board of
Adm1n1stration, the EKecut1ve Office of the Governor, and the Game
and Fresh Water Fish Commission shall be considered departments.
(2)
"Head of a department"
charge of the department.

mean!'.

the

individual or board 1n

(3) "Information technology resources" means data processing
hardware, software, and services, supplies, personnel, factltty
resources, maintenance, tra1n1ng, or other related resources.
Section 3.

Respons1b1lities.--

(l) Each head of a depart�ePt 1s responsible for assuring an
adequate level of security for all data and information technology
resources within his department. To carry out this respons1b1l1ty,
at a m1n1mum, he shall:
(a) Designate
an
information
security
manager who shall
adm1n1ster the department's security program for data and information
technology re$ources.
1051
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By Representatives Bell, Abrams, and Lippman

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to insurance; creating s.
626.9545, F.S., au thorizing health insurance
4
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�,�

manuals, schedules, manual changes, schedule

c�

changes, and rates and rate changes; providing

�c

exemptions; creating s. 627.4115, F.S.,

�c

o,

improper charge identification incentive
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11

the Department of Insurance; providing for the
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12

acceptance of similar examination reports;
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creating s. 627.4231, F.S., requiring health

14

insurance policies and health care services
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plans to contain certain cost containment
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16

measures; amending s. 627.4235, F.S., requiring

.

17

I
18 I

coordination among group coverages; permitting
the coordination of other health insurance
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coverages; requiring that any coordination be
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,o I

among similar benefits and making other changes

0�
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with respect to the coordination of benefits;

22'

creating s. 627.429, F.S., requiring certain

23

health insurance policies to provide out-of
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hospital coverage equal to in-hospital coverage
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under certain circumstance�; creating s.

26

627.916, F.S., requiring health insurer� to
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file annual reports with the Department of

28

Insurance regarding the implementation of cost

29

containment measures; providing for rules and
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the analysis of data reported; providing for

31 ,

review and repeal; providing an effective date.
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In lieu of the examination, the department may accept the
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15
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health insurer which transacts health insurance in this state.
the insurer with the applicable provisions of this chapter.

!

19 ! report of a similar examination made by the insurance

20

supervisory official of this state or another state.

!

The

reac;onable cost of the exam1nat1on shall be oaid by the person
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of s. 624.320.

23

1\ny examination shall also be sub1ect to the

2J, applicable provlsions of ss. 624.318, 624.319, 624.321, and
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Section 4.

26

27

created to read:
627.4231

28

29

Health insurance cost containment provisions

required.--No health insurance policy, or health care services
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Section 627.4231, Florida Statutes, is
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3) costs or cost increases:
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Deduct1hle amount�.

)1: lus
'
11. 62

Util1zat1on review.

l!L_Regu1red <-;econd ooin1ons for el<,r;t1ve or

8' nonemergency surqerv.
10

!5)

Audits of nrovider bills to verify that services

and supplies �nlled were f'.lrn1she.J anli that proper charqes

11, were made.

_1�6�)�_S�c=h�e�dulcrl !Jenef1 �

IO

( 71

13

{8)

Benei:1ts for preaii:rnss1on te-:,t1ng.

Prov1s1ons for c1.n'/ lawful meas.Ure or combination

ltl depart�ent <lemons.trat1ng a reasonablP expected effect toward
conta1ninq health 1nsur�nc� cost3 or cost increases.
Section 5.

Subsections (l) and (2) of section

627 .4235, Florida Statutes, are af'lended, subsections

;,)

and new subsf'ctions (3) and (f:i) "'Ire adc,!er'l to 2aid sect1on, to

are renumbered as subsections

read:

627.4235
(l)

11 :lus
\1. 67

(4)

•l:lus
:1.69

;1. 70

11. 71
'

1,

(4)

l1-1us
I
11. 65
i,

of me,-isures for which informat1,m 1s provided to the

Jh

i1. 63

(3)

and

and (5), respectively,

CoorOinat1on of benef1ts.--

No 3roup hosp1t:,;l, menical, or surgical expense

policy, group healt'l ccl.te services plan, or qroup-type self

11. 72

1. 73
1. 74

1. 75

insurance plan pro·,,.1d1ng protection or7 1nsurance7-('H'"

1. 77

the pol1cv or olan cont31'1s a prov1s1on for coordinating 1ts

,1.79

hoc;n1ta], rned,cal 1 or sur,;1caJ e--:pense nol1cy, groun health
4

251-119A-2-4
care serv1ceq plan, or group-type self-insurance plan

1.82

providing protection or insurance against hospital, medical,
or surgical expenses for the same loss wh½eh-shall-eeft�B¼ft-Bft�

1.84

pre¥¼sien-wherehy-�he-½ftsttrer-May-re8ttee-er-reftt9e-�e-pay
benei¼bs-ebherwise-payahle-�herettftffer-seJ:eJ:y-en-aeeettR�-ef-�he

2.1

�Miseenee-eE-9imilar-he1teffes-pre¥fdee-ttnder-any-individtta¼

2.2

Vi.
(2)

10

No �rettp hospital, medical, or surgical expense

policy, �rettp health care services plan, or 4Jrettp-�ype self-

11

2.5
2.6

12

insurance plan providing protection Qf.T insurance7-er

\3

indemn-¼�y against hosp1.tal, medical, or surgical expenses

2.10

14

:;hall be is$ued7 or issued for delivery7 1n this state e.f�e1!'

2.12

15

eeeebe�-lT-19+47 which shall contain any provision whereby the

16

insurer may reduce or refuse to pay benefits otherwise payable

2.13

thereunder solely on account of the existence of similar

2.14

17

18! benefits provided under ,rettp insurance policies issued by the

2.ts

19' same or another insurer, health care services olan �rettp

l:lo

20
21

1

hO�!'tea:J-7-"!le8teal7-er-sttr!ficeal-eHpense-plaRs, or ,rettp-+:ype

2 .17

self-insurance olan plans providing protection or7 insurance7

23

unless, as a condition of coordinating benefits with another

24

insurer, the insurers together pay 100 percent of the total

I

25

reasonable expenses actually incurred of the type of expense

'2. 22

16

27
28

within the benefits descnbed in the policies �::l:i-ey and
presented to the insurer for payment.
(3)

I

I

'1 :lus
I

No hosoital, medical, or surgical expense policy,

29

health care <Jervices plan, or self-insurance olan provi<ting

�o

protection or insurance against hospital, medical, or surgical

31, expenses shall be issued or issued for de] ivery in this state
5

12.26

251-ll9A-2-4
1; which shall contain any orovision uhereby thB insurer mav

12.21

3! solely on account of the- ,=,xistenc"' of bP-nefit,; provided under

12-28

s[ health care services olan, or self-insurance plan providing

I,. 30

2) .1:educe or refuse to pay benefits otherwise payable tJ-,ereunder
4, an ins11rance -policy issued by the 01ame or another insurer,
'

,I

protection or insurance against ho3pttal, medical, or surgical

,:, expenses, unJess the coorrt1nation 1s amonq similar benefits.
(6)

No ..:oordination of ben•�fitc: shall he permitted

g\ against an 1ndemn1ty-type oolicy, an excess insurance policy

101 as defined in s. 627.635, a pol1cy with coverage limited to a
11

I

1

1

spec1f1ed illness or accident, or a Medicare supplement

17r pollcy,

1�;

14

1

151

l1>

!

Section 6.

created to read:
627.429

Section 627.429, Florida Statutes, 1s

Health insurance out-o f-hosnital benefits.--No

health insurance policy providing cov�r:ige on a medical,

!7, hospital, or surgical expense-incurred bas15 shall be

,&, delivered or issued for delivery in this state unless coverage

n

20

is prov1:led for treatment oerformed out"}1de of a 1-,osp1tul on

the same basis and to the c;afl'te e"Xtent :i,s wou]d ha·,e apnl1ed to

treatment performeil 1.n � hosp)tal for anv accipent or illne�s

as d<>fined tn the polir·v, pr'.)J1iled that such tre:atmPnt ·,muld

2J

;1

t€
•1

have been covered on an inn3.t1ent ba�1s anrl

1

s pro·,u1ed by a

health care provider whose ser71ces woulr'l h.J.Ve beE>n covered

under the ool1cv J f the tre'ltment were perf0rff1Pd 1n a hosn1tal

anti further provide,1 that treatment of the accident or illness
is certified by the health care oro7irler as beina rn�d1cally

necessn.rv and 3.s being nro•11r1e<l :,s "In c1lternat1ve to tre-atment
on an 1npat1ent basis 1n a ho.:.p1taJ.

6

l\n insurer may limit the

i2.29

2.31

2.32

1:lus

12.34
2.35

2.36

12. 36

2.37

1:lus
1
12.38
12.39

,2.40
I

'2.42

:2.44
2.45

;2. 4<l

251-119A-2-4
not less than its expected expense on a hospital inpatient

2.50

basis.
Section 7.

Section 627.916, Florida Statutes, is

2.51

created to read:
627.916

2.52

l:lus

Reports of 1nformat1on by health insurers

required.-(l)

2.53
l:lus

Every insurer transacting health insurance in this

state shall report annually to the department, not later than

2.55

April 1, 1nformat1on relating to any measure the insurer has

2.56

10

implemented or proposes to implement during the next calendar

11

year for the puroose of conta1n1ng health insurance costs or

2.57

12

cost increases.

2.58

13

forms to which the measure 1s applied, orov1de an explanation

14

as to how the measure is used, and provide an estimate of the

15

cost effect of the measure.
(2)

16

Reports shall identify each measure, the

2.59
2.60

The department shall promulgate forms to be used

l:lus

by insurers 1n reporting information pursuant to this section

2.62

18 I and shall utilize such forms to analyze the effects of health

2.63

17

191 care cost containment programs used by health insurers in this
!

201 state.
(3)

21

The depart�ent qhall analyze the data reported

2.64
,
11:lus
I

2.65

22

under this section and shall annually make available to the

23

public a qummary of its findings as to the types of cost

24

containment mea,;ures reported and the estimated effect of

2.66

25

these measures.

2.67

Section 8.

26

Each ,;ection which is added to chapter 626,

2.67

21

Florida Statutes, by this act is repealed on October l, 1990,

2.68

28

and shall be reviewed by the Leqislature pursuant to s. 11.61,

2.69

29

Florida Statutes.

30

Section 9.

Each section which iq added to chanter 627,

'

Jl I Florida Statutes, by this act 1s repealed on October 1, 1992,
7
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1/ and shall be rev1e\ied by the Leg1sl:1ture 9ur-suant to<;. 11.61,

21 Florida Statute<i.
1

31

4! 1984.

Section 10.

This act shall take eff":'ct October 1,

HOUSE SrJMMARY

10

lJ

:a

10

J:

Aut'1orizes insurers to e$tablish financi<1l incent1>1e
programs to remunerat [" their pollcyholde:c:s or insureds
who discover improper health care charges. Requires
health insurers to f1le certain rating manuals and
schedule� with the DE•partme-nt of lnsurance. Author1z�s
the depai:tment to exE•f'lpt health insuranc<:! policies from
the reauirement 1£ r,ompli.ance ts fmpract-1c,;i.1 rn;
Unnece:c>s,uy. 1s.eq1Hn"-; the department to e.<a'lllrlE" he3.lth
insurers or, 1n lieu thereof, to accept reports of
"llml.Jar ex:am1nat:tonr;. RC?ou:i.res health in-;urance pol 1cies
and health car8 serv1ce•; pl ':Ins to ,:-onta1n one or mor<::
spec1f1ed procedures to contain h�alth insurance cost� 01
cost increases. Requ1r<><:; coord1nat1on 0f bPnef1ts among
group ho"c;:cntal, medical, or surgical exp£-nse policies,
group health care servicf:!s plans, 3.nd gr,:,up-type self
:i.nsuranc� plans. Authorizes coord1nat1on of benefits
bet•>1een such group po7_1.c1-es and plan::: anri 1nd1'11d11al
pol1c1,,,.G an<'l plans. Requ1res coordu1at1on o( c<=rtr.11n
benef1t c , Proh1b1ts coord1nat1on of benefits against
CPrta1n pol1c1E'S, 1nclud1nq indemn1ty-tyne pol1c1es i'ind
ME>d1r:arl..', Require" C'E"rta1n health insurance policies to
provide out-of-hospital O-enef1.ts equal to those for ln
hospital benef1tf> under certain c-1rcnmst3.nce•-. J:'/.e•1uires
health insurers to file unnual reforts wtth the
department with respect to health care cost-reducing
me0.s,.ir"cs undertaken. Prosr1.rtec; for rules and 0.nalys1s. of
data. coll�cted.

2. 72

2. 73

norida House of Representatives - 1984

CS/HB 530

By CoDlllittee on Commerce and Representatives Bell. Abrams. and
Lippman
A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to insurance; creating s.

3

626.9545, F.S., auth�rizing health insurance

4
5

improper charge identification incentive

programs; amending s. 627.410, F.S., requiring

the filing of certain health insurance rating
manuals, schedules, manual changes, schedule

changes, and rates and rate changes; providing
exemptions; creating s. 627.4115, F.S.,

authorizing examination of health insurers by
the Department of Insurance; providing for the

acceptance of similar examination reports;

creating s. 627.4231, F.S., requiring health
insurance policies and health care services

plans to contain certain cost containment

measures; amending s. 627.4235, P.S., requiring

coordination among group coverages; permitting
the coordination of other health insurance

coverages; requiring that any coordination be

among similar benefits and making other changes
with respect to the coordination of benefits;
eliminating gender-based coordinat1on

provisions; creating s. 627.429, F.S.,

25
26

27
28
29

30

31

requiring certain health insurance policies to

provide out-of-hospital coverage equal to in

hospital coverage under certain circumstances;

creating s. 627.916, F.S., requiring health
insurers to file annual reports with the
Department of Insurance regarding the

implementation of cost containment measures;

providing for rules and the analysis of data
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l

2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10

premium rates and may, by rule, exempt from any requirement of

paragraph (a) any health insurance policy form or type thereof
as specified in such rule to which such requirements may not
be practically applied or the application of which

requirements are not desirable or necessary for the protection

9f the public.

With respect to any health insurance policy

form or type thereof which is exempted by rule from any

requirements of paragraph (a), premium rates filed pursuant to

ss. 627.640 and 627.662 shall be for informational purposes.
(c)

Every filing made pursuant to this subsection

11

shall be made within the same time period and shall be deemed

13

subsection (2),

12

14
15

16

17

18
19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
28

29

30

31

to be approved under the same conditions as those provided in
Section 3.

created to read:
627.4115

Section 627.4115, Florida Statutes, is
Health insurer examinations.--As often as it

deems necessary, the department shall examine each authorized
l
�
health insurer which transacts health insurance in this state. l

The purpose of the examination is to ascertain compliance by

1

the insurer with the applicable provisions of this chapter.

l

In lieu of the examination, the department may accept the

report of a similar examination made by the insurance

supervisory official of this state or another state.

The

reasonable cost of the examination shall be oaid bv the oerson

1

1

l

examined, and such person shall be sub7ect to the provisions

l

applicable provisions of ss. 624,318, 624,319 1 624,321, and

l

of s. 624.320.
624.322.

Any examination shall also be subject to the

Section 4,

Section 627.4231, Florida Statutes, is

l

l
l

created to read:
3
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l
2
3

4

hospital, medical, or surgical expense policy, group health
care services plan, or group-type self-insurance plan
providing protection or insurance against hospital, medical,

l

or surgical expenses for the same loss whieh-shail-eonta�n-any

5

prov�sion-whereby-the-�nsurer-may-redttce-or-refttse-to-pay

l

6

benefits-�therw�se-payable-thereunder-solely-on-aeeount-of-the

1

8

health-insuranee-poliey-whieh-is-¼sstted-by-the-same-or-another

2

insurer-and-wh�eh-is-suh,eet-to-any-of-the-prov�sions-of-part

2

7
9

10
11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18

19
20
21

22
23

24
25
26

27

28

29

30

31

ex�stenee-of-simiiar-benefits-provided-under-any-ind�v�dttal

v,.

(2)

No grottp hospital, medical, or surgical expense

2

2

policy, grottp health care services plan, or grottp-type self

2

�ndemnity against hospital, medical, o�surgical expenses

2

insurance plan providing protection 2!:T insurance;-or

shall be issued, or issued for delivery, in this state af�er

2

insurer may reduce or refuse to pay benefits otherwise payable

2

benefits provided under group insurance policies issued by the

2

eetober-l;-19�47 which shall contain any provision whereby the
thereunder solely on account of the existence of similar

2

same or another insurer, health care services plan grottp

1

hosp�tal,-medieal,-or-surgieal-expense-plans, or group-type
self-insurance plan plans providing protection

.ru:,

insurance;

or-indemnity against hospital, medical, or surgical expenses,

2

2

unless, as a condition of coordinating benefits with another

2

reasonable expenses actually incurred of the type of expense

2

within the benefits described 1n the policies po¼�ey and

l

insurer, the insurers together pay 100 percent of the total

presented to the insurer for payment.
(3)

No hospital, medical, or surgical expense policy,

health care services plan, or self-insurance plan providing
rotect1on or insurance a a1nst hos ital
5

medical

or sur ical

l
2

-;�71-il-4

t:111t

W Pill H istfutd

or
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in t\ia ISM«
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n, unl111 the S9Wdinat.ion� is M!9'l9' similar benflfita,

The standards prov!ded in subsection (2) sball

ia

cao&'dinatlng be.,.fits payable under Medicare,

·�t,l.e·ll'IIH .of - social seourltf Act.

_:.,1, -

-� - .,.,,

..1:llk.+

When a c:;lal11 is ,.itted in accordance with
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- ��• 1:••

MT9t.ce \\l,an, or gr�t.ype aelf-iuv�• plan
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.
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2.25

2.26

,.n
2.28

2.2,

2.30

2.31

111\UI
2.3,
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7;.37
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dependent of a EeMa¼e person whpse month and date of birth
occurs later in a calendar year.

2.52

In the event a claim is made for expenses incurred

(c)

by a dependent child whose parents are separated or divorced,

5

the following rules shall determine in which order benefits

6

are payable:
1.

1

8

When the parents are separated or divorced and the

parent with custody of the child has not remarried, the

2.54
2.55

2.58

9

benefits of a policy or plan which covers the child as a

2.59

11

determined before the benefits of a policy or plan which

2.,1

10
12
13

14

dependent of the parent w1th custody of the child will be

covers the child as a dependent of the parent without custody.
2.

When the parents are divorced and the parent with

custody of the child has remarried, the" benefits of a policy

2.62

2.63

2.69

15

or plan which covers the child as a dependent of the parent
with custody shall be determined before the benefits of a

2.66

17

policy or plan which covers that child as a dependent of the

2.67

16

18

stepparent; and the benefits of a policy or plan which covers

the child as a dependent of the stepparent will be determined

2.68

20

before the benefits of the parent without custody.

2.69

19
21

22

23

3.

Notwithstanding subparagraphs 1. and 2., if there

is a court decree which would otherwise establish financial

responsibility for the health care

expenses

with respect to

24

the child, the benefits of a policy or plan which covers the

26

responsibility shall be determined before the benefits of any

25
27

other policy or plan which covers the child as a dependent

child.

30

not establish an order of benefit determination, the benefits

31
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child as a dependent of the parent with such financial
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627.916
required.-(1)

Reports of information by health insurers

Every insurer transacting health insurance in this

state shall report annually to the department, not later than

I: lu:5
3.18

l:lus
3.20

April 1 1 information relating to any measure the insurer has

3.21

year for the purpose of containing health insurance costs or

3.22

cost increases.

3.23

implemented or proposes to implement during the next calendar
Reports shall identify each measure, the

forms to which the measure is applied, provide an explanation
as to how the measure is used, and provide an estimate of the

cost effect of the measure.
(2)

The department shall promulgate forms to be used

by insurers in reporting information pursuant to this section

and shall utilize such forms to analyze-the effects of health

care cost containment programs used by health insurers in this

state.

3.24
3.25

l:lus

3.27

3.28
3.29

(3)

The department shall analyze the data reported

under this section and shall annually make available to the
public a summary of its findings as to the types of cost

containment measures reported and the estimated effect of

these measures,

l:lus
3.30
3.31
3.32

Each section which is added to chapter 626,

3.32

and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11.61,

3,34

Section 8.

Florida Statutes, by this act is repealed on October 1, 1990,
Florida Statutes.
Section 9.

Each section which is added to chapter 627,

Florida Statutes, by this act is repealed on October 1, 1992,

and shall be reviewed by the Legislat�re pursuant to s. 11.61,
Florida Statutes.

Section IO.

This act shall take effect October 1,

1984.
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health care cost containment
Commerce

CS/CS/HB 422
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October 1. 1984

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

Although the nationally recognized measure of inflation, the
consumer price index or CP!, indicates that tne general rate of
inflation has decreased in recent �onths, healch care costs
continue to rise at rates substant\ally above the C?I. According
to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser,ices, health care
expenditures cur�ently exceed $300 billion nationally, equivalent
to more than 10% of America's gross national product. ?roJec�ed
national expenditures of $462 billion by 1985 and S82l billion by
1990 demcrlst:ata :he serious nature of the pI"o.olem.

There are many reasons for sue� increased expenditures. The
health care mark.et is an atypical economic ,ltarltet due to the
extensive third-party reimbursement system. rn o�her words,
because insurance pays a major portion of :he cost of medical
care, there is little cost pressure placed on cons1Jmers or
providers of care. Further, the availabilitJ of insurance
coverage tends to increase utilization of health delivery systems
because the cost of overutilization is absorbed by the insurance
co"V"erage ..
This bill is directed at enabling insurers to respond to ��e
changing mark.et for health insurance coverage and encouraging
development by insurers of strategies designed to �ontain health
care costs.

� T "1anm. Stat! Oirecmr
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II. CURRENT c.AW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES

The following is a section by section analysis of the
provisions of CS/HB 530.
Section l.

Improper Charge Identification Incentive Program

section 2.

Health Insurance Rates

Section 3.

Health Insurer Examinations

Other than in section 110.1233 {adopted in 1983 and
applicable only to the state's group health insurance program)
Florida law does not address the problem of incorrect or improper
charges by health care providers to insureds. This bill creates
s. 627.9545 permitting insurers to establish financial incentive
programs which should encourage insureds to examine provider
charges and report improper or incorrect charges to the insurers.
Specifically the bill states that no provision of the Insurance
Code may be construed to prohibit establishment of such programs.
Current law does not provide a specific requirement that
insurers file or update rating manuals or schedules related to
premiums for health insurance with the Department of Insurance.
This bill amends s. 627,410 to require insurers to file rates and
rate changes with the department. The bill provides that the
department may exempt an insurer from such filing requirements if
the requirements are impractical or unnecessary for the
protection of the pul:llic. Further the bill permits the
department to establish by rule, procedures to be used in
determining reasonableness of benefits in relation to premium.
rates {as currently authorized bys. 627.411(2)).
This section creates s. 627.4115 to permit the department to
examine health insurers in order to ascertain compliance vith
applicable insurance form and rate requirements and other
requirements of chapter 627. Current law in s. 624.316 provides
for examination of the financial aspects and market conduct of
the insurer.

The health insurer examination authorized by this section may
not exceed 10 working days, may not be conducted more often than
annually, and may not be conducted during the same calendar year
as a market conduct examination.
Section 4.

Required Cost Containment Provisions

sections.

Coordination of Benefits

This bill creates s. 627.4231 to require that every health
insurance policy issued or delivered in this state contain at
least one of the cost containment provisions listed. Such
provisions include coinsurance, deductibles, utilization review,
required second opinion programs, provider charge audits,
scheduled benefits. preadm1ssion testing benefits or provisions
for any other measures which can reasonably be expected to
encourage health care cost containment.
current law in s. 627.4235 provides that, in cases where an
insured is covered by more than one group health policy, the
benefits of such policies may be coordinated to provide payment
of 100% of covered expenses. However this provision does not
require coordination nor does it provide for coordination of the
benefits of individual health insurance contracts, which is
currently prohibited.

This bill amends S w 627 w 4235 to require coordination among
group health insurance policies containing similar benefits. The
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bill removes the prohib1t1on against coordinating group insurance
benefits with individual health insurance benefits. Coordination
would be prohibited against indemnity-type policies, excess
insurance policies as defined in 627.635, specified accident or
illness policies, or Medicare supplement policies.
Gender-based coordination provisions are eliminated so that
when two policies are coordinated to provide coverage for a
dependent, instead of the male's policy paying first, the policy
of the oldest person would pay first.

The bill also provides that the benefits of a policy obtained
through present employment shall be detennined before the
benefits obtained through previous employment.
Section 6.

Outpatient Coverage

Currently Florida law provides only that health insurance
must provide coverage for procedures performed in an ambulatory
surgical center if such procedures would be covered were they
perfonned on an inpatient basis in a hospital (ss. 627.6056 and
627.6616).
This bill creates s. 627.429 to require that health insurance
benefits be paid for treatment provided outside a hospital
setting when the treatment would have been covered on an
inpatient basis and is provided by a health care provider whose
services would have been covered under the policy if the
treatment were performed in a hospital and further provided that
the treatment is medically necessary and is provided as an
alternative to hospitalization. The bill further provides that
reimbursement may be limited to amounts reasonable for treatment
or services provided and may be limited by any deductible and
coinsurance provisions.
Section 7.

Blanket Health Insurance

The bill amends s. 627.659 to allow blanket health insurance
to be issued in the name of a health care provider, covering
patients. Such coverage shall not be made a condition of
receiving care.
Section

a.

Insurer Reporting

This bill creates s. 627.916 to require that insurers
annually report to the department the cost containment measures
being utilized and an estimate of the cost effects of such
measures. The bill requires the department to analyze and
annually publish a summary of this information.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

Insurers who choose to establish improper charge audit
programs may realize some savings depending on tne extent �f
incorrect billing by health care providers.
The expense of the examination authorlty this bill grants to
the department will be borne by the insurer being examined;
however, the limited nature of the examination should serve to
minimize such expense. The required rate filing and other
reporting requirements should be, agaln, of minimal impact.
Provisions requiring inclusion of one cost con�ainment
measure in an insurance policy should be of little initlal cost.
It is expected that many policies already meet this requirement.
This provision is directed primarily at those polic:es which
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continue to contribute to the cost inflation problem through

relatively unlimited benefits.

Outpatient treatment coverage requirements shall serve to

reduce the necessity to hospitalize patients 1n order to qualify
for insurance benefits. over an extended period of time this
should also lessen hospital expansion costs as more services are
delivered outside the hospital setting and physical plant
expansion requirements are reduced.
The amended coordination of benefits sections contained in

the bill should enable insurers to better prevent overpayment of
claims, thus acting to limit the increase in health insurance
premiums.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The Department of Insurance should see little, if any, fiscal

impact due to the provisions of this bill. The responsibilities
assigned to the department by the bill are generally related to
other duties the department currently performs.
IV. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

DIACTED BILL
House Bill 530 was referred to the Commerce Committee and the
Appropriations Committee. On March 6, 1984, the Subcommittee on
Health Care and Life and Health Insurance unanimously approved
the bill without amendment. On March 13, 1984, the Commerce
A.

Committee unanimously approved a committee substitute that

incorporated four amendments.

The only substantive amendment

dealt with the elimination of gender-based provisions in the

coordination of benefits section, explained in Section 5 above.

CS/HB 530 was withdrawn from Appropriations and was read for

the first and second times on the floor of the House on May 7,

1984 (HJ 457). Nine amendments were adopted which included a
rewrite of the health insurer examination section (s. 627.4115);

a rewrite of the outpatient benefies section (s. 627.429); and an

amendment to the coordination of benefits section (s. 627.4235)
to provide that the benefits of a policy obtained through present
employment shall be determined before benefits obtained through
previous employment. On May 18, 1984, the bill was read for a
third time and a tenth amendment was adopted which amended the

blanket health insurance section (s. 627.659).
passed as amended, 98-0 (HJ 470).

The bill was

In the Senate, CS/HB 530 was substituted for CS/CS/SB 422 and
passed 29-0 on June l, 1984 (SJ 763).
On June 18, 1984, CS/HB 530 was approved by the Governor.
B.

DISPOSITION OF COMPANION

Senate Bill 422 was referred to the Commerce Committee and to
the Health and Rehabilitative Services Committee. The Commerce

COD1111ittee approved a committee substitute on April 4, 1984, and a
second committee substitute was approved by the HRS Committee on
May 9, 1984. On June l, 1984, CS/HB 530 was substituted for the
Senate bill on the floor of the Senate.
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Representatives Drage, Healey, L R Hawkins, Richmond, and
Webster offered the followmg substitute amendment·
Substitute Amendment 1-0n page 4, lmes 15-26, strike all of
said lmes and msert m any way for operation of such bmgo ffl'
peM- game When a bingo game is conducted by a charitable, non
profit, or iieterans' organizatwn, the organizatwn conducting the

bingo game shnll be required to designate up to three members of
that organtzati.on who shall be m charge. and one of which shall be

present during the entire session at which the bingo games are
conducted. The organizatum conducting the bingo game shall be
responsible for posting a notice which states the name of the organv
zatwn and the designated member or members, m a conspicuous
place on the premises at which the sesswn r.s held. In no event shall a
person regularly involved in the conduct of bingo games be a partici
pant m bingo games conducted at the same locatwn.
Every chantabl,e, nonprofit, or veterans' organization involved
in the conduct of any
(8)

Rep Drage moved the adoption of the substitute amendment,
which was adopted
Representatives Richmond and Crotty offered the followmg
amendment
Amendment 2-0n page 5, Imes 8-11, strike all oflmes 8, 9, 10,
and 11 and msert. (c) Property leased fttH hme for a period of not
less than 1 year by a charitable, nonprofit, or veterans' organzz.atwn
the uoap: ofit 01 ganaabon 01 by the chm1bj or 01gamzatwn that
will benefit by the proceeds, provided that the property may be
I.eased to only one charitabl.e, nonprofit, or veterans' organi.zatwn

during such perwd for the purpase of conducting bingo games. noth
ing shall preclude the I.easing of such property for purposes other
than conductuig bingo games durzng the same period,
Rep Crotty moved the adopt10n of the amendment.
Representatives Drage, L R Hawkms, Healey, Deutsch, Web
ster, and Richmond offered the followmg substitute amendment.
Substitute Amendment 2-0n page 5, hne 10, following the
word "organization" msert· and providing that any such I.ease or

rental agreement shall not provide for the payment to the lessor or
any other party of a percentage of the proceeds generated at such
premises and providing further that the rental rate for such premises
shal.l not be in excess of rental rates charged for similar premises in
the same locale
Rep Drage moved the adopt10n of the substitute amendment,
wluch was adopted without obJect10n
Representatives Richmond and Crotty offered the followmg
amendment
Amendment 3-0n page 4, Imes 3-5, strike aH of the underlmed
language
Rep Crotty moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection
Representative Healey offered the followmg amendment:
Amendment 4-0n page 2, lme 31, msert after "3"· consecutive
Rep. Healey moved the adoption of the amendment.
Representatives Drage, Healey, L R Hawkins, Richmond, and
Webster offered the followmg substitute amendment
Substitute Amendment 4-0n page 7. hne 9, after the period,
msert Section 2 Legislative mtent -It is the intent of the Legisla

ture, through the adoption of this act, to prohibit any organization.
other than a charitable, nonprofit or veterans' organization as de
fined by this act from conducting any bingo game.. It 1s the express

mtent of the Legislature that no charitable, nonprofit or veterans'
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organization shaH serve as a sponsor of a bmgo game but shall only
be directly mvolved m the conduct of such a game as provided m
this act {and renumber the subsequent section)
Rep. Drage moved the adoption of the substitute amendment,
which was adopted without obJection
Representatives Drage, Healey, L R Hawkms, Richmond, and
Webster offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 5-0n page 3, line 5, stnk.e "activities'' and msert·

endeavors ueh ,1t!es

Rep Drage moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted w1thout obJectwn
Representatives Crotty and Drage offered the followmg amendment·
Amendment 6-0n page 3, hne 23, strike. charitabl.e. nonprofit.

or veterans'

Rep Crotty moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJectlon
Representatives Drage, Healey, L R Hawkms, Richmond, and
Webster offered the followmg title amendment
Amendment 7-0n page 1, line 14, after the semicolon, msert
"providmg legislative mtent,"
Rep Drage moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect10n Under Rule 8 19, the bill was referred to
the Engrossing Clerk
By the Committee on Commerce and Representatives Armstrong
and GordonCS/HB 291-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to sales repre
sentatives, proVIdmg defimt1ons, reqmnng a wntten contract be
tween a sales representative and a pnnc1pal when commissions are
mvolved, requmng the prmc1pal to furnish the representative with
a signed copy of the contract, providing for timely payment of
comm1SS1ons upon termmation of certam agreements, prov1dmg for
civil damages; providing an effective date
-wM read the first time by title. On mot10n by Rep Armstrong,
the rules were waived and the bill was read the second time by title
and, under Rule 8 19, referred to the Engrossmg Clerk
HB 778-A b11J to be entitled An act relatmg to the Flonda
Retrrement System; amendmg s 121 021, F.S; redefining the term
"continuous set"Vlce" to provide contmuous set"Vlce for certain spe
ctal nsk members who resign to run for certain elected offices;
providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8.19, referred
to the Engrossmg Clerk
By the CoD11D1ttee on Commerce and Representatives Bell, Abrams,
and LippmanCS/HB 530-A bill to be entitled An act relating to insurance,
creatmg s. 626 9545, F S , authonzing health insurance improper
charge identification mcent1ve programs, amending s 627 410, F S.,
reqmnng the filmg of certain health insurance rating manuals,
schedules, manual changes, schedule changes, and rates and rate
changes, providing exemptions; creating s 627 .4115, F S., authoriz
mg exammation of health insurers by the Department of Insur
ance, prov1dmg for the acceptance of similar exammat10n reports,
creating s 627 4231, F.S, requ1rmg health insurance pohc1es and
health care services plans to contain certain cost containment mea
sures; amendmg s 627 4235, F.S., requmng coordmat10n among
group coverages; perm1ttmg the coord1nat10n of other health msur
ance coverages, requirmg that any coordmation be among s1m1lar
benefits and makmg other changes with respect to the coordmation
of benefits, ehmmatmg gender-based coordmat1on provisions; ere-
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atmg s 627 429, F S , requ1rmg certam health msura.nce pohc1es to
provide out-of-hosp1tal coverage equal to m-hosp1tal coverage under
certam circumstances, creatmg s. 627 916, F S , requiring health
msurers to file annual reports with the Department of Insurance
regardmg the 1mplementation of cost contamment measures, pro
Vlchng for rules and the analysis of data reported, provtdmg for
review and repeal; providing an effective date

October 1, 1985 and shall apply to claims mcurred on or after that
date.

-was read the first time by title. On motion by Rep. Bell, the
rules were waived and the bill was read the second time by title.

Amendment 6-On page 1, hnes 19-20, strike "requmng that
any coordmatlon be among similar benefits and"

Representative Bell offered the followmg amendment:
Amendment I-On page 3, Imes 16-28, stnke all of said hoes
and msert: 627.4115 Health insurer exammati.ons.-The department
may examine each authorz.zed health insurer whwh transacts health
insurance in this state. The purpose of the examination is to ascer
tain compliance by the insurer with the applicable provisions of this
chapter In lieu of the examination, the department may accept the
report of a similar examination made by the insurance supervisory
official of this state or another state. The reasonable cost of the
examination shall be paul by the person examined, and such person
shall be sub1ect to the provisions of s. 624 320 Any examination
shall also be sub1ect to the applu:able provisions of ss. 624 318,
624 319, 624.321, and 624.322 The length ofan examinatwn under
this section shall not exceed ten working days, shall not be conducted
mor1 o�en than annually, and shall not be conducted during the
same calendar year as a. market conduct examination conducted by
the department. except in those cases where the Department has
prima facie evidence of a vwlatwn of thUJ chapter or of Chapter 626
and the violation is of a nature so as to provide an immediate danger
to the insurance consuming public.
Rep. Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection.
Representative Bell offered the following amendment.
Amendment 2-On page 5, Imes 29-31, and on page 6, lmes
1-12, stnke all said lmes and msert: (3) The standards provided m
subsect10n (2) shall be apphcable m coordmatmg benefits payable
under Medicare Title XVIII of the Social Secunty Act.
(4) When a claim is submitted m accordance with
Rep Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJecbon.
Representative Bell offered the following amendment
Amendment 3-On page 8, line 4, strike ''(6)" and insert "(5)"
Rep. Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJecbon

Rep Bell moved the adopt10n of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect10n
Representative Bell offered the followmg tttle amendment

Rep Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, winch was
adopted without obJection
Representative Ogden offered the followmg amendment:
Amendment 7-On page 7, hne 29, strike all of said line and
insert: (d.) Sub1ect to the rules in paragraphs (a), (b), and (c), the
benefits of a policy or plan obtained through presen,t empUJyment
shall be determined before the benefits obtained through previous
empi-Oyment when the order of benefits is not otherwise provided for
tn this chapter This paragraph shall not apply if either policy or
plan was issu1?d outside of this state.
(e) fdt When the rules m paragraphs (a), (bJ, andtc), and (d) do
Rep Ogden moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect10n.
Representative Meffert offered the followmg amendment·
Amendment 8-On page 8, hoe 28, after the period, msert: Sec
tion 7. Subsection (7) 1s added to sect10n 627 659, Florida Statutes,
to read:
627.659 Blanket health msurance; eligible groups.-Blanket health
msurance 1s that form of health msurance covermg special groups
of mdividuals as enumerated m one of the followmg subsect10ns:
(7) Under a policy or contract issued in the name of a health care
provider, which shall be deemed the policyholder covering patumts.
Rep. Meffert moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection.
Representative Meffert offered the following title amendment.
Amendment 9-On page 1, hne 26, after the semicolon, insert:
amendmg s. 627 659, F S , mcludmg certain pohc1es or contracts
withm the term blanket health msurance;
Rep. Meffert moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection.
Under Rule 8 19, the bill was referred to the Engrossmg Clerk

Representative Bell offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 4-On page 8, lmes 15-28, strike all said Imes and
msert. is provided for treatment performed outside of a hospital for
any accident or illness as defined tn the policy, provided that such
treatment would have been covered on an inpatient basis and is
provided by a health care provider whose services would have been
covered under the pol icy if the treatment were performed in a hospi
tal and further provided that treatment of the accident or illness ts
medically necessary and is provided as an alternative to treatment
on an inpatient basis in a hospital Reimbursement may be limited
to amounts reasonable for treatment or services provided and may be
limited by any deductible and coinsurance provisions of the policy.

HB 149-A bill to be entitled An act relating to pubhc educat10n,
amending s 228 093, F S , redefinmg the terms "records" and
"reports" to exclude the keepmg of students' fingerpnnts by public
educational 1nst1tuttons; providmg an effective date

Rep. Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection

CS/HB 353-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to subscr1pt10n
television systems, prov1dmg defimttons; proh1b1tmg specified acts
relatmg to theft of service from such systems, providmg penalties;
creating a civil cause of action in behalf of the subscnpt1on telev1s1on system, spec1fymg damages, providing for pumtlve damages,
providmg for attorney's fees, providmg for mJuncttons, prov1dmg
an effective date

Representative Bell offered the following amendment.
Amendment 5-On page 9, hne 31, strike the period and m�rt
, except that the amendments to s 627 4235(4) (b) shall take effect

-was read the second ttme by title and, under Rule 8 19, referred
to the Engrossmg Clerk
By the Committee on Cr1mmal Justice and Representatives
Messersmith, Wetherell, Webster, and Rtchmond-
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A bill to be entitled

l
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1l If

2

An act relating to insurance, creating s

3

626 9545, F.S., authorizing health insurance

4

improper charge identification incentive

5

programs; amending s. 627.410, F S , requiring

6

the filing of certain health insurance rating

7

manuals, schedules, manual changes, schedule

9

exemptions; creating s. 627 4115, F s.,

changes, and rates and rate changes, providing
10

authorizing examination of health insurers by

11

the Department of Insurance, providing for the

12

acceptance of similar examination reports,

13

creating s. 627 4231, F.S., requiring health

14

insurance policies and health care services

15

plans to contain certain cost containment

16

measures, amending s

Eii

i!

17

coordination among group coverages; permitting

18

the coordination of other health insurance

•E

19

coverages; requiring that any coordination be

20

among similar benefits and making other changes

t

0.

0. 0

., il.

'-: �
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627 4235, F S , requiring

21

-'a 8

with respect to the coordination of benefits;

22

:e

creating s. 627 429, F.S., requiring certaJn

23

health insurance policies to provide out-of

�
!
- 0.

24

hospital coverage equal to in-hospital coverage

25

under certain circumstances, creating s.

26

627.916, F.S., requiring health insurers to

27

file annual reports with the Department of

28

Insurance regarding the implementation of cost

29

containment measures, providing for rules and

30

the analysis of data reported, providing for

31

review and repeal; providing an effective date.
l
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Be It Enacted by tne Legialature of the State of Florida:

2
3
4
S

Section 1.

Section 626.9545, Florida Statute�, is

created to read:
Improper charge identification incentive

626.9545

6

program.--No section or provision of the Florida Insurance

7

Code shall be construed as prohibiting an insurer frQm

8

establishing a financial incentive program for remun�rating a

9

policyholder or an insure� person with a selected percentage

10

or stated portion of any health care charge identified by the

11

policyholder or the insured person as an error or overcharge

12

if the health care charge is recovered by the insurer.

13

financial incentive program shall be written and shall be

14

available for inspection by the department.

15
16

Section 2.

The

Subsection (6) is added to section 627.410,

Florida Statutes, to read:

17

627.410 Filing� approval of forme.--

18

(6){a)

An insurer shall not deliver or 1ssue for

19

delivery or renew in this state any health insurance policy

20

form until it has filed with the department a copy of any

21

applicable rating manuals, rating schedules, change in rating

22

manuals, and change in rating schedules and, where rating

23

manuals and rating schedules are not applicable, the insurer

24

shall file With the department applicable premium rates and

25

any change 1n applicable premium rates.

26

(b)

The department may establish by rule, for each

27

type of health insurance form, procedures to be used in

28

ascertaining the reasonableness of benefits in relation to

29 premium rates and may, by rule, exempt from any requirement of
30

paragraoh (a) any health insurance policy fo�m or tYpe thereof

31

as specified in such rule to which such requirements way not
2
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1

be practically applied or the application of which

2

requirements are not desirable or necessary for the protection

3

of the public

With respect to any health insurance policy

4

form or type thereof which is exempted by rule from any

5

requirements of paragraph (a), premium rates filed pursuant to

6

ss

7

621 640 and 627 662 shall be for informational purposes
(c)

Every filing made pursuant to this subsection

8

shall be made within the same time period and shall be deemed

9

to be approved under the same conditions as those provided in

10
11
12
13

subsection (2)
Sect1on 3.

Section 627.4115, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
627.4115

Health insurer examinations.--As often as it

14

deems necesaary, the department shall examine each authorized

15

health insurer which transacts health insurance in this state.

16

The purpose of the examination is to ascertain compliance by

17

the. insurer with the applicable provisions of this chapter

18

In lieu of the e�amination, the department may accept the

19

report of a similar examination made by the insurance

20

supervisory official of this state or another state.

21

reasonable cost of the examination shall be paid by the person

22

examined, and such person shall be subJect to the provisions

23

of a. 624 320.

24

applicable provisions of ss

25

624 322-

26
27
28

The

My eKamination shall also be subJect to the

Sect�on 4.

624.318, 624 319, 624,321, and

Section 627 4231, Florida Statu�es, is

created to read:
627 4231

Health insurance cost containment provisions

29

required --No health insurance policy, or nealth care services

30

plan, providing medical, hospital, or surgical expense

31

coverage shall be issued or issued for delivery in this state
3
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1

unless the policy or plan contains one or more of the

2

following procedures or provisions to contain health insurance

3

costs or cost increases:

4

(l}

Co1nsurance.

5

(2)

Deductible amounts.

6

(3)

Utilization review.

7

(4)

Required second opinions for elective or

8

nonemerg<!ncy surgery.
(5)

9

Audits of provider bills to verify that services

10

and supplies billed were furnished and that proper charges

11

were made.

ll

(6)

Scheduled ben•fita.

13

(7)

Benefits for preadm1saion testing.

(8)

Proviaiona for any lawful measure or combination

14
15

of meaasurea for which information is provided to the

16

d•partment demonstrating a reason&Dle expected effect toward

17

containing health inwrance costs or cost increases.

18

Section S.

S1Jl>•ect1ona (1) and (2) of sect:ion

19

627.4235, Florida Statutes, are amended, subsections (3) and

20

(4) are renumbered as subsections (4) and (5), respectively,

21

and new subaect2.ona (3} and (6) are added to said. section, to

22

read:

23
24

627,4235
(1}

Coordin.attion of benefits.---

No group hospital, medical, or surgical expense

25

policy, group health. care services plan, or group-type self-

26

inuur�ce plan providing protection -2,£7 insurance; or

27

�ftd&tul�l! against hospital, medical, or surgical expenses

28

shall be issued7 or issued for delivery; :in this state unless

29

the policy or plan contains a provision for coordinating its

30

benefits with any similar benefits provided by any other group

JI

hospital, medical, or surgical expense policy, group health
4
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care services plan, or group-type self-insurance plan
2

prov1ding protection or insurance against hospital, medical,

3

or surgical expenses for the same loss wft�eh eftall eehta¼h afty

4

prev�e�eh whereey tfte �heHrer may reS�ee er reiHee te pay

5

eeaef�te e'l!hel'V�ee payal,le �here�aSer eelely ea aeee�a� ei �fte

6

ex�eteaee ei esm�lar Deftei��e prev�4eS HaSer aay �as�v�SHal

7

keel� �asHreaee peltey wft�eh te teeHe5 Dy �e same er aaether

8

iae�rer aft& wftieft ie e\LB,ee� �e aBy ei �e prevtetefte ef par�

9

Vi.

10

{2)

No 1re�p hospital, medical, or surgical expense

ll

policy, 1re�p health care services plan, or 9reHp-�ype self-

12

insurance plan providing protection 2!_; insurance; er

13

taae!M..t�Y against hospital, medical, or surgical expenses

14

shall be issued7 or issued for delivery; in this state af�e�

15

ee�eDer 1 7 19�4, which shall contain any provision whereby the

16

insurer may reduce or refuse to pay benefits otherwise payable

17

thereunder solely on account of the existence of similar

18

benefits provided under �••H� insurance policies 1ssued by the

19

same or another insurer, health care services plan g•e¥p

20

�eepi-al7 aeSieal 7 er eHr��eel eHpease plafte, or f•e¥p-tn,e

21

self-insurance plan plaBe providing protection .2£_7 insurance7

22

er ia&eJM.i-y against hospital, medical, or surgical e:icpenses,

23

unless, as a condition of coordinating ben�fits with another

24

insurer, the insurers together pay 100 percent of the total

25

reasonable e:icpenses aetually incurred of the type of e:icpense

26

within the benefits described in the policies pel�•Y and

27

presented to the insurer for payment

28

(3)

No hospital, medical, or surgical expense policy,

29

health care services plan, or self-insurance plan providing

30

protection or insurance against hospital, medical, or surgical

31

expenses shall be issued or issued for delivery in this state
5
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1

which shall contain any provision whereby the insurer may

2

reduce or refuse to pay benefits otherwi�e payable there�nder

3

solely on account of t.."le existence of benefits. provided under

4

an insurance policy is9ued by the same or another �nsurer,

5

health care servicee clan, or self-insurance plan providing

6

protection or inaurance against hospital, medical, or surgical

7

expenses, unless the coordination is among similar benefits.

8

(6)

No coordination of benefits shall be p;&rmitted

9

against an indemnity-type policy, an excess insurance policy

10

as defined in •· 627.635, a policy with coverage limited to a

ll

specified illness or accident, or a Medicare supplU!.ent

1.Z

policy.

11

14
15

Section 6.

Section 627,429, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
627.429

He•ltb inwrance out-of-hospital benefita.�-No

16

health inaurance policy providing coverage on a medical,

17

hospital, or sur9ical e:itpense-incurred basis shall oe

18

delivered or iewed for delivery in thi• state unless coverage

19

is provtdod for tr•atment porfo:t1D,ed outaide of a hospital on

20

the same baaia and to thg Bllllle extent aa would have applied to

21

treatment performed in • hospital for any accident or illneaa

22

aq defined in the policy, provided that such treatment would

23

have been covered on an inpatient baeiB and is provided by a

24

health care provider whose services would have OOen covered

25

unde� the policy 1£ the treatment were per£onaed 1n a hospit-1

26

and further prov1ded that treatment of the accident or illness

27

ia certified by the health care prov1der �a being medically

29

necessary and as being provided as an alternative to treatment

29

on an inpatient basis 1n « hospital.

30

coverage available on an out-of-hospital basim to an amount

31
6

An insurer ruay limit the

32-680-84

1

2

3

4
s

6
7

a
g
10
11
12
13
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not less than its expected expense on a hosp1tal 1npatient
basis
Section 7.

Sect1on 627,916, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
627.916

Reports of information by health 1nsurers

required -(1)

Every insurer transacting health insurance in this

state shall report annually to the department, not later than
April 1, informat1on relating to any measure the insurer has
1mplemented or proposes to implement during the next calendar
year for the purpose of containing health insurance costs or
cost increases.

Reports shall identify each measure, the

forms to vh1ch the measure 1s applied, provide an explanation

14

as to how the measure is used, and provide an estimate of the

15

cost effect of the measure.

16
17
18
19
20
21

(2)

The department shall promulgate forms to be used

by insurers in reporting information pursuant to this section
and shall ut1li�e such fonns to analyze t:he effects of health
care cost containment programs used by health insurers in this
state.
(3)

The department shall analyze the data reported

22

under this section and shall annually make available to the

23

public a sumnt.a.ry of its finding� as to the types of cost

24

conta1nment measures reported and the estimated effect of

25

these measures

26

Section 8.

Each section which 1s added to chapter 626,

27

Flor1da Statutes, by this act 1s repealed on October l, 1990,

28

and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s

29

Florida Statutes.

30
31

Section 9.

11.61,

Each section which is added to chapter &27,

Florida Statutes, by this act is repealed on October 1, 1992,
7
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2

and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursullllt to s. 11.61,
Florid.a Statutes.
Section 10.

3
4

See HB 530

This act shall take e-ffect October 1,

1984.

s
6
7

•
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

2$
26

BOUSE SUMMARY

Authorizes insurers to establish financial incentive
proqrama to remunerate their policyholders or ineureds
who diseov•r improper health care charges. Requ�ree
health insurer& to file certain rating manuals and
achedulea with the Department of InB'..zrance. Authori.zea
the department to uempt health insurance policias from
the requirement if compliance is impractical or
unnecessary. Requires th• department to exui.ine health
insurers or, in lieu thereo�. to accept reports of
similar exuinations. Requires health insurance policiec
and health care aervicee plans to �ontain one or more
specified procedures to conta1n health insurance costs or
coat increase•. R9-ql.lires coordination 0£ benefits among
group hospital, medical, or surgical expense pol�cies,
group health care se,:vices planft, and group-typo self
inaurance plans. Authorizes coordination of benefits
be�en such group polici•• and plans and. individual
policies 8.Jld plan•. Req1,J.ires coordination of c*rtain
benefits. Prohibit.a coordination of benefits against
certain policies, including indemnity-type policies and
Med1eare. Requiree cert.Ain health insurlilnce policies to
provide out-of-hoep1tal benefits equal to those for in
hospital benefits under certain c1rcumatance3. Requires
haalth insurers to file umual reports with the
department with respect to health care cost-reducing
measures undertaken. Provides fo� rules and analysis of
data collected.

27

28
29
30
31

8
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A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating ta insurance; creating s

3

626.9545, F.S , authorizing health insurance

•
s

SB

improper charge identification incentive
programs; aroending s

627 410, F.S , requiring

the filing of certain health insurance rating

e•
;-8
.,, .

...H .si

7

manuals, schedules, manual changes, schedule

8

changes, and rates and rate changes, providing

9

exemptions, creating s

627 4115, F S.;

10

authorizing examination of health insurers by

11

the Department of Insurance, providing for the

12

acceptance of similar examination reports,

13

creating s. 627 4231, F.S., requiring health

14

insurance policies and health care services

15

plans to contain certain cost containment

16

measures; amending s

17

coordination among group coverages, permitting

18

the coordination of other health insurance

19

coverages; making ether changes with respect to

, 5

20

the coordination of benefits, creating s

18

21

627.429, F S., requiring certain health

22

1nsurance ?cl1c1es to provide out-of•hosp1tal

23

coverage equal to in-hospital coverage under

24

certaln circumstances; creating s

25

F S.; requiring health insurers to file annual

[]
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627 4235, F.S., requiring

627 916,

26

reports with the Department of Insurance

27

regarding the imple�entation of cost

28

containment measures, providing for rules and

29

the analysis of data reported, providing for

30

review and repeal, providing an effective date

31
1
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l

Belt Enaeted b� the Legislature of the State of Florida:

2

3

Section l

4

created to read:

5

626.9545

Section 526.9S45, Florida Statutes, is
I-mproper charge 1dent1f1cat1on incentive

6

program.--No section or provision of the Florida In�urance

7

Code shall be construed as prohibiting an insurer from

8

establ1sh1ng a financial incentive program for remunerating a

9

policyholder or an 1neured person with a selected percentage

11

policyholder or the insured person as an error or overcharge

10
12

or stated portion 0£ any health care charge 3dent1£ied by the
lf the health care charg� is recovered by the insurer.

The

13

financial incentive program shall be written and shall be

14

available for inspection by the department.

15

16
17
1&

Section 2.

Subsection (6) is added to section 627.410,

Florida Statutes, to read:
627.410 Filing, approval of forms.•(6}(a) An insurer shall not deliver or i8sue for

19

delivery or renew in this state any health insurance policy

20

form until it has filed with the department a copy of any

21

applicable rat1ng manuals, rat1nq schedules, change in rating

22

manuals, and change in rating schedules and, where rating

23

manuals and rating schedules are not applicable, the insurer

24
25

26
27

shall file with the department applicable premium rates and

any change 1.n applicable premium 1:ates.
{b)

The department may establish by rule, for each

28

type of health insurance form, proceduree to be used in
aecerta.1n1ng the reasonableness of benefits in relation to

29

prem1um rates and may. by rule, exempt from any requirement of

30
31

paragraph (a) any health insurance policy form or type thereof
a$ specified 1n such rule to which such requirements may not
2
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1

be practically applied or the application of which

2

requirements are not desirable or necessary for the protection

3

of the public.

4

form or tyPe thereof which is exempted by rule from any

5

requirements of paragraph (a), premium rates filed pursuant to

&

ss

7

With respect to any health insurance policy

627.640 and 627.662 shall be for informational purposes
(c)

Every filing made pursuant to this subsection

S

shall be made within the same time period and shall be deemed

9

to be approved under the same conditions as those provided in

10
11

12
13

subsection { 2} .
Section 627 4115, Florida Statutes, is

Section 3.
created to read:
627.4115

Health insurer examinations --As often as it

14

deems necessary, the department shall examine each authorized

15

health insurer which transacts health insurance in this state.

16

The purpose of the examination is to ascertain compliance by

17

the insurer with the applicable provisions of this chapter.

18

In lieu of the examination, the department may accept the

19

report of a similar examination made by the insurance

20

supervisory official of this state or another state.

21

reasonable cost of the examination shall be paid by the person

22

examined, and such person shall be subJect to the provisions

23

of s. 624.320.

24

applicable provisions of ss

25

624 322.

26

Any examination shall also be subJect to the

Section 4.

27

created to read

28

627.4231

The

624.318 1 624 319, 624.321, and

Section 627 4231, Florida Statutes, is
Health insurance cost contairunent provisions

29

required --No health insurance policy, or health care services

30

plan, providing medical, hospital, or surgical expense

31

coverage shall be issued or issued for delivery 1n this state
3

310-1139-84
1
2

3
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unless the policy or plan contains one or more of the
following procedures or provisions to contain health insurance
costs or cost increases:

4

(l}

Coinsurance.

5

(2}

Deductible amounts.

6

(3)

Ut1l12ation review.

7

(4)

Required second opinions £or elective or

(5)

Audits of provider bills to verify that services

a
9

10

nonemergency surgery.

and supplies billl!!!d were furn1ahed anQ that proper charges

11

were made.

12

(6)

Sch�duled benefits.

13

(7)

Benefits for preadm.1as1on testing.

14

(8)

Provisions for any lawful measuro or combination

15

of measures for which information is provided to th@

17

containjng health inaurance costs or coat increases.

16
18

department demonstrating a reasonable expected effect toward
Section 5.

S\lbsections (1), (2), and (4) of section

19

627.4235, Florida St-tutes, are amended, and subsection (5) is

20

added to said section, to read:

21

22

627.4235
(1)

Coordination of benefits.--

Ne group hospital, medical, or surgical expense

23

policy, group health care serv1ces plan, or group-type self-

24

insuran�e plan providing protection£!; insurance; er

25

�ft&eMft�•Y against hospital, medical, or surgical expenses

26

shall be issued; or issued for delivery; in thie state�

27

the policy or plan contains a provision for coord1nat1ng its

28

benefits with any similar benefits provided by any other group

29

hospital, medical, or surgical expense policy, groTJ.p health

30
31

care services plan, or group-type self-insurance plan

prov1dJng protection or insurance against hospital, medical,
4
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1

or surgical expenses for the same loss ff�:e� eftaii eeft�s:a aay

2

prev�s:eft wAereBy �he :Rettrer May redttee er refttee Ee pay

3

beaef�Es eEherw�ee payaBie EAerettft6er eeiely en ae�ettft� e£ �he

4

ex�sEeftee ef e�mtiar BeRef�te �Fev:ded ttader any tft6�v:attai

5

�eai�h �Rettraftee pel:ey w�:eA :e :setted by tAe eame er aaeiher

6

:fte�rer 8ft9 wh�eh :e ettB;ee� �e afty e£ tAe prev�s�eRe e£ par�

7

VL

8
9

(2)

No grettp hospital, medical, or surgical expense

policy, grettp health care services plan, or grettp-t:rl'e self-

10

insurance plan providing protection �7 insurance, er

11

:adema:ty against hospital, medical, or surgical expenses

12

shall be issued; or issued for delivery; in th�s state after

13

9eteBer i; i9�4; which shall contain any provision whereby the

14

insurer may reduce or refuse to pay benefits otherwise payable

15

thereunder solely on account of the existence of similar

16

benefits provided under grettp insurance policies issued by the

17

same or another insurer, health care services plan grettp

lS

hee���ai; �e�:ea�, er ettr1:eai expesse plane, or grettp-t:rl'e

19

self-insurance plan plaae providing protection£!:_; insurance;

20

er �ft�effla¼ty aga1nst hospital, medical, or surgical expenses,

21

unless, as a condition of coordinating benefits with another

22

insurer, the insurers together pay 100 percent of the total

23

reasonable expenses actually 1ncurred of the type of expense

24

within the benefits described in the policies pel:ey and

25

presented to the insurer for payment.

26

(4)

When a claim is submitted in accordance with any

27

group hospital, medical, or surgical expense policy, group

28

health care serv1ce plan, or group-type self-insurance plan

29

providing protection, insurance, or indemnity against

30

hospital, medical, or surgical expenses, and the policy or any

31

other document providing coverage incluoes a coordination-of5
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benefits provision; and such claim involves another pol1cy or

2

plan wh�ch has a coordination-of-benefits prov1a1on, the

3

following rules shall be used to determine the order in which

4

benefits under the respective health policies or plans shall

5

be

6

determined:
(a)

The benefits of a policy or plan which covers the

7

person on whose expenses the claim is baeed 3hall be

9

which covers such person as a dependent.

8
10

determined before the benefits of any other policy or plan
The benefits of such a policy or plan which covers

(b)

11

the person on whose expenses the claim ia baaed, aa a

12

dependent of a male person whose month and date of birth

13

occurs earlier in a calendar year, shall be determined before

1•

the benefits of a policy or plan which covers such person as a

1S
16

17
18

19
ZO

21
22

23

24

25
26
27

28

29
30

31

dependent of a fe111•*e person whose month and date of birth
oe:cura later in a calendar year.

In the event a claim is made for expense1 incurred

(c)

.:by a dependent child whose parents are separated or divor�ed,
tho tollowiag l"Ule• sh•ll determine in which order benefits
are payable:
1.

When the parent• are eeparated or divorced and the

parent with cugtody of the child h�s not remarried, the
benefits of a policy or plan which covers the child as a
dependent of the p�rent with custody of tho ch!ld will be
determined before the ..benefit• of a policy or plan which

covers the child ae a dependent of the parent without custody.
2.

When the parents are divorced and the parent with

custody of the child has remarried, the benefits of a policy
or plan which covers the child as a dependent of the parent

w1 th custody shall be determined before the benefits of a
policy or plan wh1ch covers that child as a dependent of the
6
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1

stepparent; and the benefits of a policy or plan which covers

2

the child as a dependent of the stepparent will be determined

3

before the benefits of the parent without custody
3.

4

Notwithstanding subparagraphs l. and 2 , if there

S

is a court decree which would otherwise establish financial

6

responsibility for the health care expenses with respect to

7

the child, the benefits of a policy or plan which covers the

8

child as a dependent of the parent with such financial

9

responsibility shall be determined before the benefits of any

10

other policy or plan which covers the child as a dependent

ll

child.
(d)

12

When the rules in paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) do

l3

not establish an order of benefit determination, the benefits

L4

of a policy or plan which has covered the person on whose

15

expenses a claim is based for the longer period of time shall

l.6

be determined befOt"e the benef1ta of a policy or plan which

1.7

has covered such person for the shorter period of time.

18

(5)

No coordination of benefits shall be permitted

19

against an iru;iamnity•typ• policy, an exces• insurance policy

20

as defined in s. 627.635, & policy with coverage limited to

2�

epecified illn••••• or accident■, or a Medicare supplement

2Z

policy.

23

24
25

Section 6.

Section 627.429. Fl0r1da Statutes, is

created to read:
627.429

Health insurance out�of-hospital benefite.•-NO

26

health insurance policy providing coverage on a medical,

27

hospital, or surg1cal expense-incurred bas1s shall be

28

delivered or issued for delivery in this state unless coverage

29

is prov1ded for treatment performed outside of a hosp1tal for

30

any accident or illness as defined in the pol1cy, provided

31

that such treatment would have been covered on an inpatient
7
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1

basis and 1s provided by a health care provider whose services

3

performed in a hospital� and further provided that treatment

2

4
S
6
?

8
9

10
ll

12

13

would have been covered under the policy if the treatment were
of the accident or illness is medically necessary and is
provided as an alternative to treatment on an inpatient basis
in a hospital.

and

services provided and may be

limited by any deductible and coinsurance provisions of the
policy.

Section 7.

section 627.916, Florida Statutes, is

created to read;
627.916 .Reports of information by health insurers
required. --

14

15

Reimbursement may be limited to amounts

reasonable for treatment

(1)

Every insurer transacting health insurance in th.is

state shall report annually to the departlJlent� not later than

16

April 1, information relating to any measure the insurer has

17

implemented or proposes to implement during the next calendar

18

year for the purpose of containing health insurance costs or

19

cost incr�aaes.

20

forms to whieh the measure is applied, provide an explanation

21
22

Reports shall identify each measure� the

as to how the measure 1s used, and provide an estimate of the
cost effect of the meaeure.
(2}

23

The department shall promulgate forms to be used

insurers in reporting information pursuant to this section

24

by

25

and shall util1ze such forms to analyze the effects of health

26
27
28

care cost containment programs used by health insurers in this
state.
(3)

The department shall analyze the data reported

29

under this section and shall annually make available to the

30

public a summary of its findings as to the types of cost

31
8
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1

containment measures reported and the estimated effect of

2

these measures.
Section 8

3

Each section which 1s added to chapter 626,

4

Florida Statutes, by this act is repealed on October 1, 1990,

5

and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11 61,

6

Florida Statutes
Section 9.

7

Each section which is added to chapter 627,

8

Florida Statutes, by this act is repealed on October 1, 1992,

9

and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11.61,

10

Florida Statutes.
Section 10.

11
12

This act shall take effect October l,

1984.

13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL�.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

9
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2

An act relating to insurance, creating s

3

626 9545, F S ; authorizing health insurance

4

improper charge 1.dent1.f1cat1.on incentive

5

programs, amending s. 627 410, F S ; requiring

6

the filing of certain health insurance rating

7

manuals, schedules, manual changes, schedule

8

changes, and rates and rate changes; providing
exemptions, creating s. 627.4115, F S.,

10

author1.z1ng exam1.nat1.on of health insurers by

11

the Department of Insurance, prov1.d1.ng for the

12

acceptance of s1.m1lar exam1nat1on reports;

13

creating s

14

insurance pol1c1es and health care services

15

plans to contain certain cost containrneni

627 4231, F s., regu1r1ng health

16

measures, amending s

17

coordination among group coverages; permitting

18

the coordination of other health insurance

19

coverages, making other changes with respect to

20

the coordination of benefits, c�eating s

21

627 429, F S., requiring certain health

627 4235, F.S , requiring

22

insurance policies to provide out-of-hospital

23

coverage equal to in-hospital coverage under

24

certain circumstances, creating s

25

F S , requiring health insurers to file annual

26

reports with the Department of Insurance

27

regarding the implementation of cost

627 916,

28

containment measures; providing for rules and

29

the analysis of data reported, providing for

30

review and repeal, providing an effective date

31
1
COOING
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

2

Section 1.

3
4

created

5

6
7

to

Sect.ton 626 9545, Florida Statutes, is

read:

Improper charge identification incentive

626.9545

prograrn.--No section or provision of the Florida ln5urance
Code shall be construed as proh1h1 ting an insurer from

8

establishing a financial incentive program for remunerating a

9

policyholder or an insured person with a selected percentage

11

policyholder or the insured person as an error or overcharge

12

lf the health care charge 1s recovered by the 1nsurer.

10

13

14
15
16

or atated portion of any health care charge identified by the
The

financial incentive program shall be written and shall be
available for in3pection by the department.
Section 2.

Subsection (6) 1$ added to section 627.410,

Flor1da Statutes, to reacl:

17

627. 410 Fill.ng, approval of forms. --

18

(6)(a)

An insure� shall not deliver or issue for

19

delivery or renew in this state any health 1nsurance policy

20

form until it has filed with the department a copy of a...-1y

21
22
23

24

25

26
27

�B
29

30
31

applicable �•ting menuala, �ating schedules, chanqe 1n rating
manuals, and change in rating schedules and, where ratlnq
manuals and rating schedules are not applicable, the insurer
shall file with the department applicable prem1um rates and
any

change

(b)

in a.ppl1eable pre-mi um rates.

The department may establish by rule, far each

type of health insu�ance form, procedures to be used in
ascertaining the reasonableness of benefits in relation to
premiUin rates and may,

by rule, exempt

from any requirement of

oarag�aoh 1aJ any health insurance policy form or tzee thereof
as specified in such rt.1le to which such requirements may not
2
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1

be practically applied or the application of which

2

requirements are not desirable or necessary for the protection

3

of the public

4

form or type thereof which 1s exempted by rule from any

With re spect to any health insurance policy

S

requirements of paragraph (a). premium rates filed pursuant to

6

ss

627 640 and 627 662 shall be for 1nformat1onal purposes
(c)

7

Every filing made pursuant to this subsection

8

shall be made with1n the same time period and shall be deemed

g

to be approved under the same conditions as those provided in

10

subsection (2).

11

Section 3

12

created to read.
627 4115

13

Section 627 4115, Florida Statutes, is
Health insurer examinations --The department

14

may examine each authorized health insurer which transacts

15

health insurance in this state.

16

examination 1s to ascertain compliance by the insurer with the

17

applicable provisions of this chapter

18

exam1.nat1on, the department �ay accept the report of a similar

The purpose of the
In lieu of the

19

examination made by the insurance supervisory official of this

20

state or another state

21

examination shall be paid by the person examined, and such

22

person shall be subJect to the provisions of s. 624 320

23

examination shall also be subJect to the applicable provisions

24

of ss

The reasonable cost of the

624 318, 624 319, 624.321, and 624 322

Any

The length of

25

an examination under this section shall not exceed 10 working

26

days, shall not be conducted more often than annually, and

27

shall not be conducted during the same calendar year as a

28

market conduct examination conducted by the department, except

29

in those cases where the department has prima facie evidence

30

of a violation of this chapter or of chapter 626 and the

31
3
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l

violation is of a nature so as to provide an immediate danger

2

to the insurance consuming public.

3

Section 4.

4

created to read

5

627.4231

Section 627 4231, Florida Statutes, is
Health insurance cost containment provisions

6

required.--No health insurance policy, or health care services

7

plan, pl:"oviding medical, hospital, or surgical expen.se

8

coverage shall be issued or issued for delivery in this state

9

unless the policy or plan contains one or more of the

10
11

following procedures or provisions to contain health insurance

costs or cost increases:

12

( 1)

Coinsurance

13

(2)

Deductible amounts.

14

(3}

Utilization review

15

(4)

Required second opinions for elective or

(S)

Audits of provider bills to verify that services

16
17

nonemergency surgery.

18

and supplies billed were furnished and that proper charges

19

were made.

20

(6)

Scheduled benefits.

21

(7)

Benefits for preadmission testing.

22

(8)

Provisions for any lawful measure or combination

23

of measures for which 1nformat1on 1s provided to the

24

department demonstrating a reasonable expected effect toward

25

containing health insurance costs or cost increases.

26

Section S.

Subsectl.Ons (l}, (2), and (4) of section

27

627 4235, Florida St;atutes, are amended, and subsectl.on (5) is

28

added to said section, to read

29

627.4235

30

(1)

31

Coordination of benefits.--

No group hospital, medical, or surgical expense

policy, group health care services plan, or group-type self4
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1

insurance plan providing protection or; insurance; eP

2

�l'l.deml'l.t:�y against hospital, medical, or surgical expenses

3

shall be issued; or issued for delivery; in this state unless

4

the policy or plan contains a provision for coordinating its

5

benefits with any similar benefits provided by any other group

6

hospital, medical, or surgical expense policy, group health

7

care services plan, or group-type self-insurance plan

8

providing protection or insurance against hospital, medical,

9

or surgical expenses for the same loss wtue:k el-!.ali eel'l.�at:l'I. al'l.y

10

pPevt:et:el'I. w1'.el!!'e9y �1'.e HtettPeP may Pedttee et" pefttee �e pay

11

9el'l.ef��e e�1'.el!!'Wt:ee payai,ie �Aet"ettl'l.del!!' eeieiy el'I. aeeettl'I.� ef �fte

12

eHt:e�el'l.ee ef e�m�ial!!' 9el'l.eft:�e pPevt:ded ttadel!!' al'l.y t:l'I.S�v�dttai

13

fteai€A t:l'l.ettl!!'al'l.ee peit:ey wat:eft �e �setted By �ae eame eP aae�Ael!!'

14

�nettt"er al'l.d wat:eft t:e ett&,ee� �e aay ef �Ae pPev�e�eae ef par�

15

Y'i.

16

(2)

No �l!!'ettp hospital, medical, or surgical expense

17

policy, �Pettp health care services plan, or �Pettp-�ype self-

18

insurance plan providing protection or7 insurance; 91!!'

19

�adema�ey against hospital, medical, or surgical expenses

20

shall be issued; or issued for delivery; in this state af�eP

21

9e�e8er l; 19�4, which shall contain any provision whereby the

22

insurer may reduce or refuse to pay benefits otherwise payable

23

thereunder solely on account of the existence of similar

24

benefits provided under gPettp insurance policies issued by the

25

same or another insurer, health care services plan gPettp

26

fteep��ai 7 med�eai 7 9P ettPg�eai eKpel'l.ee pial'l.e, or g�ettp-€'.f1!1e

27

self-insurance plan pial'l.e providing protection or, insurance,

28

eP �l'I.Seml'l.t:iy against hospital, medical, or surgical expenses,

29

unless, as a condition of coordinating benefits with another

30

insurer, the insurers together pay 100 percent of the total

31

reasonable expenses actually incurred of the type of expense
5
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1

within the benefits described in the policies pe¼�ey and

2

presented to the insurer for payment.

3

(4)

When a claim 1s submitted in accordance with any

4

group ho$pital, medical, or surgical expense policy, group

5

health care service plan, or group-type self-insurance plan

6

providing protection, insurance, or indemnity against

7

hospital, medical, or surgical expenses, and the policy or any

8

other document providing coverage includes a coordinat1on-of-

9

benefits provision, and such claim involves another policy or

10

plan which has a coordination-of-benefits provision, the

11

following rules shall be used to determine the order in which

12

benefits under the respective health policies or plans shall

13

be determined.

14

The benefits of a policy or plan which covers the

{a)

15 \Person on whose expens�s the claim 1s based shall be
16 determined before the benefits of any other policy or plan
17
18

which covers such person as a dependent
The benefits of such a policy or plan which covers

(b)

19

the person on whose expenses the claim is based, as a

20

dependent of a maie person whose month and date of birth

21

occurs earlier in a calendar year, shall be determined before

22

the benefits of a policy or plan which cover& such person as a

23

dependent of a feMale person whose month and date of birth

24

occurs later in a calendar year.

25

In the event a clai� is made for expenses incurred

(c)

26

by a dependent child whose parents are separated or divorced,

27

the following rules shall determine in which order benefits

28

are payable.

29
30
31

1.

When the pa�ents are separated or divorced and the

parent w1th custody of the child has not remarried, the
benefits of a policy o� plan which covers the child as a
6
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dependent of the parent with custody of the child will be

2

determined before the benefits of a policy or plan which

3

covers the child as a dependent of the parent without custody
2

4

When the parents are divorced and the parent with

5

custody of the child has remarried, the benefits of a policy

6

or plan which covers the child as a dependent of the parent

7

with custody shall be determined before the benefits of a

8

policy or plan which covers that child as a dependent of the

9

stepparent, and the benefLts of a policy or plan which covers

10

the child as a dependent of the stepparent will be determined

11

before the benefits of the parent without custody.
3

12

Notwithstanding subparagraphs l

and 2

if there

13

1s a cour� decree which would otherwise establish financial

14

responsibility for the health care expenses with respect to

15

the child, the benefits of a policy or plan which covers the

16

child as a dependent of the parent with such financial

17

responsibility shall be determined before the benefi ts of any

18

other policy or plan which covers the child as a dependent

19

child
(d)

20

When the rules in paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) do

21

not establish an order of benefit determination, the benefits

22

of a policy or plan which has covered the person on whose

23

expenses a claim is based for the longer period of time shall

24

be determined before the benefits of a policy or plan which

25

has covered such person for the shorter period of time

26

(5)

No coordination of benefits shall be permitted

27

against an indemnity-type policy, an excess insurance policy

28

as defined in s

29

specified illnesses or accidents, or a Medicare supplement

30

policy.

627 635, a policy with coverage limited to

31
7
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2
3

4

s

Section 627.429, Flor2da Statutes, is

Section 6.
created to read:
627.429

Health insurance out-of-hospital benefits.--No

health insurance policy pr�vidin9 coverage on a medical,
hospital, or surgical expense-incurred basis shall be

6

delivered or issued for delivery in this state unless coverage

8

any accident or illness as defined in the policy, provided

7

9

10

-

CS for CS for SB 422

is provided £or treatment performed outs1de of a hospital for
that such treatment would have been covered on an inpatient

basis and is provided by a health care provider whose services

11

would have been c0vared under the policy if the treatment were

12

performed in a hoapital, and further provided that treatment

13

of the accident or illness is medically necessary and is

14

provided as an alternative to t�eatment on an inpatient basis

15

in a hospital.

16

reasonable for treatment and services provided and may be

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

Reimbursement may be limited to amounte

limited by any deductible and coinsurance provisions of the
pol.icy.
Section 7.

Section 627.916, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
627 916

required.-•
(l}

Report� of information by health insurers

Every insurer transacting health insurance 1n this

24

state shall report annually to the department, not later than

2S

April 1, information relating to any measure the insurer has

26
27

28
29
30
31

implemented or proposes to implement during the next calendar
year for the purpose of containing health insurance coats or
cost increases,

Reports shall identify each measure, the

forms to which the measure is applied, prov1cte an explanation
as to how the measure 1s used, and provide an estimate of the
cost effect of the measure.
8
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(2)

l

The department shall promulgate forms to be used

2

by insurers in reporting information pursuant to this section

3

and shall utilize such forms to analyze the effects of health

4

care cost containment programs used by health insurers in this

5

state.

6

(3)

The department shall analyze the data reported

7

under this section and shall annually make available to the

8

public a summary of its findings as to the types of cost

9

containment measures reported and the estimated effect 0£

10
11

these measures
Section 8.

Each section which is added to chapter 626,

12

Florida Statutes, by this act is tepealed on October 1, 1990,

13

and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s

14

Florida Statutes.

15

Section 9

11 61,

Each section which is added to chapter 627,

16

Florida Statutes, by this act is repealed on October 1, 1992,

17

and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s

18

Florida Statutes.

19

Section 10.

11 61,

This act shall take effect October 1,

20

1984, except that the amendments to section 627 4235(4)(b),

21

Florida Statutes, shall take effect October 1, 1985 and apply

22

to claims incurred on or after that date
STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN COMMITTEE SUBSTITU E
FOR COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL .J!.!lL

1.

Health insurer examinations conducted by the Department of
Insurance shall not exceed 10 working days, shall not be
conducted more o!ten than annually, and shall not be
conducted during the same calendar year as a market conduct
examination, except 1n those cases where there 1s prima
facie evidence of violation of this chapter.

2.

Provisions affecting the coordination of benefits to provide
health insurance coverage for a dependent will not take
effect until October l, 1985, �
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SUMMARY:
Current Law and Effect of Proposed Changes:
A section-by-section analysis of the current law and the effect of
the proposed changes follows:
Sect1on 1:

Improper charge 1dent1f1cat1on 1ncent1ve program

Section 110.1233, Florida Statutes, adopted 1n 1983 and applicable
only to the state's group health insurance program, 1s the only
prov1s1on that addresses the problem of incorrect or improper
charges by health care providers to insureds (prov1d1ng a refund of
50 percent of any amount recovered as a result of an overcharge by
a provider discovered by a participant in the state's health
program). This bill would create a new section allowing insurers
to establish financial incentive programs to encourage insureds to
examine provider charges and report improper or incorrect charges
to the insurers. The bill would further provide that no provision
of the Insurance Code may be construed to prohibit the
establishment of such programs.
Section 2:

teprodUced by

FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
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Health Insurance Rates

Current law does not provide a specific requirement that insurers
file or update rating manuals or schedules related to premiums for
health insurance with the Department of Insurance. This bill would
amend section 627.410, Florida Statutes, to require insurers to
file rates and rate changes with the department. The bill provides
that the department may exempt an insurer from such filing
requirements if the requirements are impractical or unnecessary for
the protection of the public. The department would also be
permitted to establish by rule, procedures to be used in
determ1n1ng reasonableness of benefits in relation to premium
rates.
Section 3:

Health Insurer Examination

Current law provides for examination of the financial aspects of
the insurer, This section would create 627.4115, Florida Statutes,
to permit the department to examine health insurers in order to
ascertain compliance with applicable insurance form and rate
requirements. Examinations under this section shall not exceed 10
working days, shall not be conducted more often than annually, and
shall not be conducted during the same calendar year as a market
conduct examination, except in those cases where there is pr1rna
fac1e evidence of v1olation of the chapter.
Section 4:

Cost Containment Requirements

Although sections of the Insurance Code have been designed to
encourage insurers to initiate cost containment-oriented insurance
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coverage, there are few actual requirements related to health care
costs. This bill would create section 627.4231, Florida Statutes,
to require that every health insurance policy issued or delivered
in this state contain at least one of the listed cost containment
prov1s1ons. Such prov1s1ons include coinsurance deductibles,
ut1lizat1on review, required second op1n1on measures, provider
charge audits, scheduled benefits, preadm1ss1on testing benefits,
or provisions for any other measures which can reasonably be
expected to encourage health care cost containment.
Section 5:

Coord1nat1on of Benefits

Currently, Florida law provides that, 1n cases where an insured is
covered by more than one group health policy, the benefits of such
policies may be coordinated to provide payments of 100 percent of
covered expenses. This provision, however, does not require
coordination nor does it provide for coordination of the benefits
of individual health insurance contracts, which is currently
prohibited.
This bill would amend section 627.4235, Florida Statutes, to
require coordination among group health insurance policies
containing similar benefits. The bill would also remove the
prohibition against coordinating group insurance benefits with
individual health insurance benefits. Coordination would be
prohibited against indemnity-type policies, excess insurance
policies as defined in section 627.635, Florida Statutes, specif i ed
accident or illness policies, or Medicare supplement policies.
This bill would eliminate gender-based coordination provisions so
that when two policies are coordinated to provide coverage for a
dependent, instead of the male 1 s policy paying first, the policy of
the oldest person would pay first. This prov1s1on will not take
effect until October 1, 1985.
Section 6:

Outpatient Coverage

Section 627.6056 and 627.6616, Florida Statutes, provide only that
health insurance must provide coverage for procedures performed 1n
an ambulatory surgical center if such procedures would be covered
were they performed on an inpatient basis in a hosptial.
This bill would create section 627.429, Florida Statutes, to
require that benefits be paid for outpatient treatment when the
treatment is performed by a provider covered under the policy and
the provider certifies that the treatment is medically necessary
and provided as an alternative to hospitalization. The bill also
provides that the amount of benefits available for outpatient
treatment may be limited to amounts reasonable for treatment and
services provided and also may be limited by deductible and
coinsurance provisions of the policy.
Section 7:

Insurer Reporting

This bill would create a new section to require that insurers
annually report to the department the cost containment measures
being utilized and an estimate of the cost effects of such
measures. The bill would also require the department to analyze
and annually publish a summary of their information.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The fiscal impact on the insurance industry would be
negligible. Some of the provisions of th i s bill could cause a
positive impact resulting in long range savings for companies.
For example, insurers who choose to establish improper charge
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audit programs may realize some savings depending on the extent
of incorrect b1ll1ng by health care providers.
The expenses of exam1nat1ons conducted pursuant to th1s b1ll
will be borne by the insurer being examined� however, the
limited nature of the examination should m1nim1ze such expense.
The required rate filing and other reporting requirements
should have a m1n1rnal impact. Also, the prov1s1ons requ1r1ng
inclusion of at least one cost containment measure 1n an
insurance policy should be of little 1n1t1al cost.
Outpatient treatment coverage requirements reduce the necessity
of hospitalization 1n order to qualify for insurance benefits.
In some situations, the total health care cost could be reduced
by eliminating hospital room fees and other hospital services.
The coordination of benefits section would enable insurers to
better prevent overpayment of claims, thereby limiting the
increas e in health insurance premiums.
B.

Government:
The provisions of this bill should have minimal impact on the
Department of Insurance. The responsibilities assigned to the
department pursuant to this bill are generally related to other
duties the department currently performs.
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